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Abstract
In detection-based, bottom-up speech recognition procedures,
the segmental features like phonological feature based speech
attributes act as one of the key component for the recognition
model. In this study, place and manner of articulation based
phonological features have been detected and they are inte-
grated with the supra-segmental parameters of speech to de-
velop the Auotmatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system for var-
ious under-resourced languages. For detection purpose a bank
of phonological feature detector has been designed. Deep Neu-
ral Network (DNN) based attribute detector performed well to
detect the phonological features. This paper also reports a com-
parative distribution of the (DNN) based attribute detector and
the same using multi layer Perceptron (MLP). For continuous
spoken speech, the Bengali CDAC speech corpus has been used.
The deep neural based attribute detector achieved an average
frame level accuracy of 88.26% is achieved whereas the same
for MLP based detector is measured as 86.18%.
Index Terms: Segmental feature, Supra segmental feature,
Bengali phoneme recognition, Deep Neural Network, Auto-
matic Speech Recognition, Phoneme confusion

1. Introduction
In modern days, most of the people expect to have spoken infor-
mation exchange with computers. So they need to have a com-
munication media in speech mode between human and com-
puters as speech is the most convenient and powerful way of
communication.

Spoken language technology is very essential for the com-
mon people to have an easy communication with computers.
Since speech is the most convenient and powerful way of com-
munication, it is necessary to have a communication media in
speech mode between man and machine. People expect to have
a spoken information exchange with a computer.

Further, spoken language communication with computers
provides a hand-free operation. This can create a good impact to
have direct access to e-knowledge for more and more numbers
of people. Acquisition of human speech represents the high-
est form of human cognition. The ability to have a clear con-
versation between a computer and a human is always an open
challenge. This can be achieved by recognition and synthesis of
speech.

State-of-the-art automatic speech recognition systems are
based on the statistical approach [1] which uses a pattern match-
ing framework. In that structure spoken utterances are rep-
resented as stochastic patterns. Data driven techniques are

employed here. More the data will be employed, better per-
formance will be delivered by this type of Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) system. In general, top-down approaches
are adopted for all the constrictions to be represented in a com-
pact finite state network, collected by HMM states. Maximum
a posteriori procedure is used to find the most possible match
for a given speech segment and that most possible sequence
of words in the FSN is identified as recognized sentence [2].
So to perform better, it needs to collect more and more data.
This kind of top-down search technique achieved remarkable
success in the field of ASR. However, the recognition accuracy
falls drastically in case of spontaneous speech and performance
level cannot match with the level of human speech recognition
(HSR).

The statistical method of speech recognition is also depends
on the lexicon which is mostly built based on written language.
But to get more closer result as HSR, the conventional ASR
technologies should be built based on spoken language lexicon
instead of written language lexicon. But there are mere avail-
ability of spoken language lexicon for some under-resourced
languages like Bengali, Oriya, Assamese, etc. So the need for
developing the spoken language corpus for under-resourced lan-
guages are increasing day-by-day. And to develop the ASR sys-
tem for these languages the need for applying the bottom-up
techniques of speech recognition [3] is also gradually gaining
much importance in speech recognition community. In this type
of technique the phonological features that is the place and man-
ner of articulation of the phonemes are detected first and they
are integrated to identify the phonemes. The phonemes are con-
sidered as the smallest unit of speech. Detection of place and
manner of articulation leads to the recognition of phonemes.

Speech recognition accuracy for isolated word recognition,
read speech corpus like news broadcast, etc. were found as
more than 95% using the conventional speech recognition tech-
niques. But the recognition accuracy extremely decreases in
case of spontaneous speech recognition. The robustness of a
speech recognition system broadly depends on the performance
on spontaneous speech. Actually in state-of-the-art recognition
systems various knowledge sources of the speech events are not
directly incorporated into the recognition model. That is why
the ASR systems could not match with the performance level
of human speech recognition (HSR). Speech scientists started
to explore new techniques including sentence and word bound-
ary detection, pronunciation modeling, adaptation of language
and acoustic model, etc. [4, 5]. They also tried to utilize the
prosodic knowledge sources [6] and the rich set of information
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which is embedded in speech knowledge hierarchy beyond the
transcription of spoken utterances [7].

In this research work, first the places and manners of articu-
lation are detected for Bengali language. For this purpose a deep
neural network (DNN) based detection model has been gener-
ated. The results has been compared with the results obtained
by the baseline system. The baseline system has been developed
by multi layer perceptron based model. Then these features
are integrated with the supra-segmental parameter of speech,
speech prosody to develop a knowledge-based ASR system.

2. Segmental and Supra-segmental
parameters of Speech

In this research work the study has been carried out to identify
place and manner of articulation. So this investigation has been
performed at the phonetic and phonological level. That is why
this work is performed in segmental level as each phoneme is
considered to be one segment of speech. Once the investiga-
tion is moved on to look larger chunks of speech, which span a
group of segments such as a complete word or phrase, the deal-
ing of features will be carried out in supra-segmental level. In
this research, the prosodic feature has been considered as supra-
segmental feature.

3. Knowledge-based Modeling of ASR
System

Speech scientists are trying to integrate different knowledge
sources into the state-of-the-art ASR systems during last few
years to improve the ASR performance. The sound-specific
feature like voice onset time (VOT) measurement was proved
as more powerful than the spectral features to discriminate the
stop consonants t� and d� [8]. This procedure also reduce a
50% error rate in comparisosn to state-of-the-art model. Key-
word spotting was another crucial idea to incorporate in conven-
tional ASR system as human being is a good listener to iden-
tify the keyword from any kind of spontaneous speech. Com-
bined approach of key-word spotting and utterance verification
produced better result in case of recognition from unstructured
continuous-spoken speech data [9]. The artificial neural net-
work was used to produce some speech attributes which were
used to design a large vocabulary continuous speech recogni-
tion (LVCSR) module as a knowledge-based front-end system
[10]. The knowledge-based features were used for training of
a group of HMMs. A ROVER system was designed using the
combination of 44 phoneme features, 60 speech attributes, and
the Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) features [11].
This system obtained 20% over the result produced by the best
baseline system. A popular feature-based speech recognizer
was built using the knowledge-based representation with Dy-
namic Bayesian Network [12]. Recognition of articulatory fea-
tures was proposed by Frankel and King [13]. The articulatory
features were detected by the HMM/ANN combined model also
[14] and combination of acoustic and articulatory features were
used for robust speech recognition [15].

The ASR performance does not match with the perfor-
mance level of HSR in case of continuous speech recognition.
As a result speech scientists need to incorporate some of the
speech related features in the recognition model. The ASR
model needs to be enlarged by embedding the related informa-
tion which remain unobserved in the speech utterances [7].

4. Speech Material
The speech material has been used for this study is in Bengali
language. Bengali is one of the more important Indo-Aryan (IA)
languages. It is the official state language of the Eastern Indian
state West Bengal and the national language of Bangladesh.
Bengali is one of the most spoken languages (ranking fifth) in
the world with nearly 250 million total speakers [16]. In In-
dia, most of the Bengali-speaking population are found in West
Bengali (85%), Tripura (67%), Jharkhand (40%), Assam (34%),
Andaman & Nicobar Islands (26%), Arunachal Pradesh (10%),
Mizoram (9%), and Meghalay (8%) [17]. Dialect wise Ben-
gali language is divided into two main branches; eastern and
western. Rarha (South), Varendra (North Central) and Kamrupa
(North Bengal) dialect clusters are in western branch. Rarha
is further sub-divided into South Western Bengali (SWB) and
the Standard Colloquial Bengali (SCB) which is spoken around
Kolkata [18]. The present study is based on Standard Colloquial
Bengali (SCB).

5. Experimental Setup
5.1. Speech corpus

The speech corpus from Centre for Development of Advanced
Computing (CDAC), India [19], has been used for continuous
spoken Bengali speech data. This is a high quality speech cor-
pus labeled at both the phone level and the word level. A ran-
dom subset of the corpus consist of 12 types of sentences in-
cluding Complex affirmative, Complex negative, Simple affir-
mative with a verb, Simple affirmative without a verb, Simple
negative, Compound affirmative, Compound Negative, Exclam-
atory, Imperative, Passive, WH questions, and Yes-No questions
have been used for this experiment. 500 sentences were taken
for training and 200 sentences for testing. A small development
set consists of 50 sentences was split off from the training set
to decide when to stop the MLP training. CDAC speech corpus
contains four female, and five male speakers voice of different
age group varies from 25 to 40. Audio and text were time-
aligned. The sampling frequency of all the recording sentences
in the speech corpus is 22050 Hz. All the recordings were re-
sampled to 16000 Hz. Resampling reduces the irrelevant infor-
mation that is not produced by human voice, in the sound files
[20][21]. All the experiments were gone through a subset of
TIMIT corpus also. The TIMIT subset contains randomly cho-
sen 500 sentences of all the types that exist in the corpus [22].
Those sentences are spoken by 50 speakers, including 25 male
speakers, and 25 female speakers of different age group vary
from 20 to 50 years.

5.2. Baseline systems

A phoneme recognition system using MLP was built for base-
line approach. It was a Three layered MLP based system with
500 hidden units in the hidden layer and the posterior proba-
bility for every phoneme was derived in the output layer. The
whole training set with 500 sentences were used to train the
system and tested on 200 sentences.

5.3. Input features

For input data of this system we adopt Mel-Frequency Cep-
strum Coefficients (MFCC) features among all possible para-
metric representations of the speech signal. 12th order MFCC
features along with log energy and the 0th cepstral coefficient is
computed for each frame. The derivative and double-derivative
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Figure 1: Distribution of Detection Accuracies for DNN and MLP based model
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Figure 2: DNN-based phonological feature detection model

is also computed for the 13 MFCC features using the equa-
tions δ1[y(n)] = [y(n + 1) − y(n − 1)] and δ2[y(n)] =
[0.5y(n+1)− 2y(n)+0.5y(n− 1)] respectively to yield a 39
dimensions input feature vector. A contextual representation of
11 frames of 39 dimensions input feature vector has been taken
to prevent data loss; five frames looking back and five frames
looking ahead. In the absence of a speech frame, zero is ap-
pended to complete the context. This creates the input node of
size 39× 11 = 429.

5.4. Softwares

For the MLP based system the Matlab Neural Network toolkit
has been used. A deep learning toolkit [23] has been used
for phoneme recognition using the Stacked Denoising Autoen-
coder. For the analysis of prosodic features it was required to
extract the fundamental frequencies. PRAAT was used for this
purpose [24].

5.5. Methodology

5.5.1. Architecture of MLP based recognizer

A Three layered MLP has been used here with 500 units in the
hidden layer for the CDAC speech corpus. In input layer the
acoustic features i.e. the 39 dimensions input feature vector
consists of MFCC coefficients are given. A contextual repre-
sentation of 11 frames having 39 dimensions input feature vec-
tor per frame has been taken to prevent data loss; five frames
looking back and five frames looking ahead. In the absence
of a speech frame, zero is appended to complete the context.
This creates the input node of size 39 × 11 = 429. In output
layer, the posterior probability distributions are derived for each
phoneme.

5.5.2. Architecture of DNN based recognizer

For the deep architecture, during pre-training, denoising autoen-
coders are trained. In this experiment, two autoencoders are
stacked to form the deep architecture. For each autoencoder
the sigmoid function has been used as the non-linear activation
function. 300 hidden units are used in each hidden layer. There
are 48 phonetic classes are used in the CDAC speech corpus. So
in output layer there will be 48 nodes. The learning rate is kept
as one and the mini batch size is fixed at 120. The input zero
masked fraction value is taken as 0.5. In input and output layer,
there are the MFCC features and the phone posterior probabili-
ties respectively. Basic block diagram of the DNN-based model
is given in Figure 2.

5.5.3. Analysis of Supra-segmental Parameters

In the analysis phase of supra-segmental parameters, the con-
tinuous speech signal is broken into prosodic word candidates
based on the supra-segmental parameters (F0 contour). The au-
tomatic extraction of accent command which is used in prosody
modeling has been carried out to detect the prosodic word
boundaries in continuous speech. The prosodic word bound-
ary is detected for Bengali continuous speech based on the fun-
damental frequency (F0) contour analysis of Bengali continu-
ous speech signal. Bengali is a bound-stressed language where
stress is always found on the first syllable [25]. Due to the stress
on the first syllable, the word-level F0 value varies from low to
high [26]. F0 contour exhibited a significant role in manifest-
ing the prosodic information of an utterance [27]. A prosodic
word of Bengali can be defined by the presence of negative ac-
cent command at the beginning of a word [26]. The logarith-
mic, continuous F0 contour is decomposed into multiple Intrin-
sic Mode Functions (IMF) by the Empirical Mode Decompo-
sition (EMD) method. The EMD method decomposes the F0

contour into very rapidly varying components or IMF that cor-
respond to micro-prosody, rapidly varying components with the
local variation which represents the accent components, slowly-
varying components with the global variation that represents
phrase components, and the residual components. The proce-
dure of EMD analysis along with the accent and phrase compo-
nent extraction procedure is shown in Figure 3.

6. Results and Discussions
In this experiment, the average phoneme recognition accuracy is
obtained as 88.26% from the deep structure based model, while
the MLP-based baseline system deliver the average recognition
accuracy as 86.18%. The comparative distribution of the accu-
racies obtained by these two models in Figure 1.
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Figure 3: Empirical Mode Decomposition of Fundamental Frequency (F0) Contour for Bengali Continuous Speech

Detection of word boundaries in continuous speech is a
tedious process, due to the absence of a definite pause or si-
lence in the word boundary position. However, the prosodic
parameters of continuous speech indicate prosodic word bound-
aries which may not be identical with the lexical word (written
word) boundaries. This work proposes a method for detecting
such prosodic word boundaries in Bengali continuous speech
based on different prosodic parameters. Bengali is a bound-
stressed language, and the stress is always on the first syllable
of a prosodic word. Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD)
of the logarithmic fundamental frequency (F0) contour of Ben-
gali continuous speech is used for detecting the prosodic word
boundaries. In Figure 3 an example of EMD analysis is given.
The logarithmic F0 contour is decomposed into microprosy, ac-
cent, phrase and residual components. 200 Bengali readout
sentences, read by ten speakers, are analyzed for this study.
An overall prosodic boundary detection accuracy of 92.07% is
achieved with 90.73% precision and 88.31% recall. So using
this procedure a lexicon with prosodic words can be developed.

Using the classification technique of phoneme based on
manner of articulation [28], the phonemes can be classified into

several groups. The robustly identified groups of phonemes are
used for manner based labeling of the prosodic words. This cre-
ates a pseudo-word dictionary. A single pseudo-word may con-
sist of one or more prosodic words. Those groups of prosodic
words are defined as Cohort. Using the Cohort Analysis the fi-
nal recognition accuracy can be achieved. Unique cohorts are
directly recognized as the corresponding prosodic words. A lex-
ical expert system [29] is used to separate the cohorts with size
two or more.

7. Conclusion
The spoken word dictionary is not widely available for various
under-resourced languages. So the development of prosodic
word dictionary is very much fruitful for speech recognition
area for under-resourced languages. The performance of the
proposed combined segmental supra-segmental model can be
improved with a larger prosodic word lexicon. The task of gen-
eration of prosodic word lexicon is an ongoing task. This model
can be used also for other under-resourced languages which are
bound-stressed.
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